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Abstract: Industrial Wireless Sensor Networks (IWSNs), especially energy
resources, are scarce. Since sensor nodes are usually very dense, and the data
sampled by the sensor nodes have high redundancy, data aggregation saves energy,
reduces the number of transmissions, and eliminates redundancy. Many applications
can be used in IIWSNs, and a new technique is introduced to detect multiple sen-
sors embedded in different sensor nodes. Packets created by different applications
have different properties. Sensors are resource-constrained devices because it is
necessary to find effective reaction analysis methods and transfer sensed data to
base stations. Since sensors are resource-constrained devices, efficient topologies
require data distribution from base stations for management, aggregation, and cloud
services in the business tier. To propose a Distributed time series Convergence
Routing Protocol (DTSCR) is introduced to detect the correct relay node from
the source sensors and transmit the data with the data aggregation node help of
the eDCP (Edge Data Collection Protocol). The node will send data to the target
source only when those in the process transmit the data, and the cutting edge of
the terminal generates a trusted merger. This method can provide a reliable and effi-
cient routing path scheme for information collection and dissemination with max-
imized packets exchanged between nodes and their Neighbor. Recognizes a specific
set of sensor network applications to be flexible to this measurable range. We are
also improving the DTSR roaming with both network size and node density.

Keywords: Distributed time series routing protocol; edge data collection protocol;
industrial WSN

1 Introduction

Wireless sensor networks are used in a variety of fields, from environmental monitoring to sniper
localization. Wireless components’ easy installation and reduced installation costs are the main reasons to
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consider wireless solutions for industrial applications. This has led to the increased popularity in the industry,
especially for companies interested in automating industrial processes. Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is a
low-power wireless fine dust deep, low-power wireless dust detection with high-resolution CPU and
memory, and networking system with environment and major partner network strategies. The advantage
of wireless sensor networks is their flexibility and scalability. It is self-contained, and the wireless
communication capacity characteristics allow sensor nodes to be deployed in WSN mode without the
existing infrastructure in remote and hazardous locations. Wireless sensor nodes communicate directly
with other nodes in their vicinity and reach remote nodes via multi-hop communication. It has very
limited resources with limited power, bandwidth, processing power, storage,and computing power.
Therefore, when a fault occurs, the sensor node is mainly inoperable and irreplaceable due to energy
consumption. Improving the sustainable development and longevity of the network is a key issue in
modern research sensors. Power consumption is usually dominated by advanced wireless transmission.
The exhaustion of radio communication energy is directly related to any transmission on the network.
Reduce wireless transmission and increase the number of life-cycle clustering technologies for sensor
networks. As a result, the technology effectively coordinated pots, various sensor applications, robot
control, environmental control, offices, smart homes, the production environment, the human body
communication, and sensor networks are added, such as underwater lived. The main source of energy use
is data communication modules. Transmission and acquisition controls that devote part of the information
consumption measure more energy. Power usage measurement is mainly two basic parameters; the
amount of information sent, the communication range is used for the transmission. Conversely, suppose
the increase in the amount of information is an additional increment over the cost of transmitting the
information. It is used for communication to minimize the information, so the communication cost is also
reduced. In the rest of the paper, Section 2 describes the related work, Section 3 describes the proposed
Equations and Mathematical Expressions, Section 4 describes the result and discussion. Finally,
Section 5 describes the conclusion.

2 Related Work

Wireless sensor networks to detect indoor and industrial environments, avoid obstacles with obstacles
and include three-dimensional rangefinders for moving static and dynamic obstacle micro-flying robots. It
is only necessary to track the controller of the micro-flying robot. There are no complicated calculations
for micro-flying robots in the path [1]. But for industrial wireless sensor networks, it can guarantee the
reliability, so it is a useful task in low-power communication and harsh wireless environments. The first
QoS framework [2] provides a hybrid wired/wireless network that guarantees that any waiting time can
be combined and target reliability for each application.

The central fusion method requires communication and high-bandwidth computing of the processor fast
and is not robust due to a single failure point. The identification in this document is to estimate the parameters
of the space-time Volterra model in the network using the data distribution system to remove these
limitations. A large amount of data can be processed by assigning FC processing tasks to wireless sensor
network nodes [3]. Prototypes made from industrial production workshops provide high-reliability and
reliable wireless sensing with low application failure rates for measurement, thus providing more
confidence for industrial automation to realize what you can do during operation [4]. Based on these
characteristics, the risk analysis of industrial activities is based on real-time algorithms, and a large
amount of data is collected from within the wireless sensor network. The algorithm allows the sensor
node to the screen to receive signal strength indications and remaining energy information based on the
established risk analysis in this clustering data transmission structure based on the data collected by the
environment or equipment [5].
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An optimal delay control scheme based on the channel’s transfer delay can reduce the total time spent on
the sensor nodes by solving the common wireless channel function. Specifically, channel degradation has
been described by examining the probability density function of the received signal level across the speed
of the first industrial radio environment [6]. The key hybrid industrial system presents a comprehensive
demand/supply function analysis based on its first organizational method. Also, consider routing and
routing graphical signal sources. If the system is in low critical mode, first, the source route considers
each flow schedule in [7]. Clustering and routing are then grouped for a detailed analysis of the
relationship between large wireless sensor networks used for routing protocols for reliable and efficient
data collection. The node is connected to the maximum transmission distance constraint [8] and uses a
route backoff timer and gradient to produce an effective inter-cluster topology. However, the formation of
clusters is the overhead of the cluster head in this algorithm’s process. To solve this problem, wireless
sensor networks, many researchers have come up with the idea to make decisions using fuzzy logic.
These guidelines [9] can improve the network lifetime, and to balance the load on the sensor nodes can
be adaptively CH flexible.

An improved hierarchical clustering method has been proposed to achieve wireless sensor networks'
energy efficiency using overlapping and adjacent nodes in the sleep-wake mechanism. This minimizes
data redundancy, which in turn maximizes network life. Compared to previous hierarchical routing
protocols, which require all nodes to collect and send data, this method only occurs when the energy
consumption WSN critically performs these tasks [10].The priority table is formed by prioritizing the two
shortest paths to CH or sink according to some simple and efficient rules. The rule is to use some routing
metrics, such as range/power and remaining energy. Simulation results show that the proposed routing
protocol can also be integrated with more WSN [11] clustering algorithms. The cluster head (CH) is
selected based on energy, reliability, signal-to-interference plus noise ratio, and load residual parameters.
Intra-cluster routing is then done using a probabilistic routing method based on network coding. A fuzzy-
based clustering protocol helps determine the participating cooperative nodes (CNs) in a cluster [12]. The
condition for the cluster formation is that d-CPCCA does not fail to address the main components in any
cluster. SODCC is extensible and has the same or more complexity than other well-known SOA (Self-
organizing algorithms) information [13].

A new method for analyzing regional energy awareness clustering using individual nodes and regional
energy awareness clustering is wireless network energy. The head of the cluster is selected based on weights.
The weight is determined based on each sensor’s remaining energy and the average energy of all sensors in
each group. Improperly designed distributed pool algorithms will continue to separate nodes from the
channel. Such separated nodes communicate through excessive power consumption [14] sinks. The
attenuation model and the chamber model describe changes in the signal power from the propagation
distance and the opportunity. To minimize energy consumption, the Taylor series expansion in the
compartment model [15] is used to calculate the optimal number of clusters for different orders.

3 Equations and Mathematical Expressions

The proposed Distributed Time Series Convergence Routing Protocol (DTSCR) low packet
transmission, while establishing the connection will be provided with the effective data collection is
implemented with the intention of WSN. This industrial wireless sensor network collects sensing data to
send to base stations from the industrial environment with sink nodes' help. Trust the collected sensor
node data to send Edge Data Collection Protocol (EDCP) help. This proposal is made at WSN by
improving the aggregation rate by forming an intra-network, efficient data delivery to DTSCR. The
proposed implementation of link quality is based on low packet loss, transmission speed, throughput
performance.
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The proposed method block diagram is shown in Fig. 1. The problem associated with the maximum
number of shortest paths has not been considered to solve the network by using Bidirectional Topological
Sort (DTS) to improve the throughput and reduce the energy consumption of data collection, and the
network improves the life.

3.1 Edge Sink Node Construction

When the sensor collects data from different corners of the tank is to WSN. Only energy resources
decreased absorption path length. Therefore, it isn’t easy to gain access to the network to reach all the
sensor nodes. The mobile receiving systems search to meet the navigator’s controls in a specific way and
create an environment with the maximum number of nodes at the entrance edge. A collection point (CP)
is considered to be each cluster at any physical location within it. The central point of each sink in DEPC
is assumed to be the CP of the sink node. After this, data collection will be completed through this CPS
to improve the network’s life cycle.

After this, the sensor node responds with the requested data along the original path. In this process, to
achieve in eDCP using a bidirectional Topological Sort algorithm to find the best path and collect the data
each sink in an industrial network.

Sensors 
Nodes Node 

discovery 

Sink node construction 

Distance Location 

Reconnection 
network 

Traffic 
Estimation 

Route establish 

Time 
serieseDCPTransmission 

Figure 1: Proposed method block diagram

Algorithm steps

Step 1: Topological sort (Vertex l, node n) and graph g
Location n(x, y) where the node positions x as a vertical and y is horizontal in the network.
Step 2: identify the node edge point add it to the routing table as

For (i= l.start(); i!=l.end; l++)
If (l.visit[n(i)])
Add (l, g), stack(l).

End
For (i=0; i<l; i++)

If (visit (n) == false)
r.add(n(i))

End
Step 3: Finally, unitized silk node and sorted node in network added to the routing table.
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3.2 Traffic and Reconnection

The proposed TRSP method is suitable for reconnecting network structures separated from their larger
sensor element groups. By using this network structure to connect, efficient data collection is completed from
the sensor network. The data collection process is shows in Fig. 2. It is placed at the separation node’s exact
location to realize the reconfiguration process of the transportation network structure. In this method, the
distance measurement of the sink node and the center average point analysis method are split into two
parts, as shown in Fig. 3. First, the gap of affected nodes in transportation networks was measured using
time-based traffic estimation. Let us consider the edge of the sensor network as 'I and node position
vertex as 'the integers value points are ‘X’ and ‘Y’.

Sink node position ¼
Xe

i¼1

Dir v ið Þð Þ (1)

The sensor network is separated from the network by multiple sensor nodes whose nodes do not
participate in the network operation partition. Where Eq. (1) estimates the sink node direction and
position in the network.

3.3 Time Series Edge Data Collection

The sensors in a particular cluster node are time series adhesives. Therefore, it is very likely that
collecting and sharing data about one’s own future commemorative events are the same. Spatially
correlated observation measurements are used to provide WSN time-series data at intervals between
sensor nodes. Let us consider the nodes, N1, N2, N3, where the sensor records similar time-series
observations in the past.

b ! collection time n1; n2; n3ð Þð Þ (3)

The data collection process is shown in Fig. 4 from Eq. (3), the sensors are N1 and N2, and the
observation (b) is based on N3, the nodes observed in the same time series.

Algorithm steps

Step 1 initialize the network node vertex as v and node as n and variable x, y.
Step 2: identify the node position in the network area using Eq. (1).
Step 3: compute the distance point into the sink node
distances ¼ Pn

i¼1; j¼iþ1 dis root; n i; jð Þð Þ (2)
Step 4: participate node list add to the routing table following Edge sink node construction algorithm steps.
Step 5: establish the center point on the network and route between the two nodes.

Algorithm steps

Begin initialize the network nodes and sink node sn
For each n to sn

Estimate the collection observation time using Eq. (3).
The observation data transmit to the Access point of the base station.
The actives are store in the routing table.

End
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In this method group, a dynamic sensor node uses this time correlation. A node in the sensor’s
immersion step also has a strong chronological correlation similar to observations.

4 Result and Discussion

The purpose of our simulation is to observe the appearance of wireless networks. The iterative
environment is designed using NS-2 (C++ language algorithm) and is used as a semantic tool for
command languages. It leads the allowance for the Advanced Tools Command Language (TCL). The
proposed method is performed using a simulation of all networks, after which all code is written into a
TCL script. According to the simulation result, the given output simulation result is taken.

Above Tab. 1 this shows that it is an IoT cloud performance evaluation using the simulation parameters
of the proposed method. This section analyzes the routing performance, throughput analysis and time
complexity of data packets, which we are discussing.

These industrial sensor node points are shown in Fig. 3 for the process with the network. It node is
created in windows with the help of geometrical x and y-axis points.

Table 1: Simulation parameters of the proposed method

Parameter Value

Number of nodes 100

Packet size 512 kb

Data size 40 mb

Number of packets 80

Routing protocol DTSCR, AODV

Figure 2: Network initialization process
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Fig. 3 shows the collecting of the data from sink nodes with the help of DCP sinks. The proposed method
Distributed time series Convergence Routing Protocol (DTSCR) compare to the existing method Distributed
Graph Routing Algorithm (DGR) and Q-learning reliable routing (QLRR) are analyzed.

packet delivery ratio ¼ number of the packet received

several packet send
(4)

According to the analysis in Fig. 4, the proposed method DTSCR is compared with the existing
method QLRR and the data packet transfer ratio DGR. The results show that compared with the existing
method DGR, this method has a 93.4% higher data packet transfer rate than 85.7%. Data packet delivery.
Provide 91.2%.

This is to obtain the total amount of data received in the last packet, defined as the source from the
destination packet divided by 1000. Throughput is the number of bits transferred per second.

Throughput packetsize � recv:packet � 8:0=1000 (5)

Fig. 5 shows the experimental results of the comparison of Throughput Analysis of existing method
DGR, QLRR, proposed method DTSCR, against the 1800 kbps of 200 s. Similarly, the existing method,
DGR, QLRR method, has 845 kbps, 934 kbps for 200 s.

Figure 3: Data collection process

85.7

91.2

93.4

80 85 90 95

methods

Packet delivery ratio in %

DTSCR

QLRR

DGR

Figure 4: Average packet delivery ratio
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End to End Delay ¼ Arrival time � Sent time

Total number of connections
(6)

Fig. 6 shows the comparison of the proposed method and the existing method of time complexity taken
different nodes like 30, 60, 100 nodes. The proposed method provides less time complexity compared to
other existing methods. The proposed method DTSCR has 224ms of less time complexity compared to
the existing method QLRR and DGR.

Routing packet ¼ total number of data packets received

the total number of routing packets received
� 100 (7)

In this comparison of the proposed method DTSCR and the existing method, QLRR and DGR routing
packets are shown Fig. 7. In this analysis of the proposed DTSCRmethod, results provide 92% for 200 s, and
the existing method has 71%, 64%, and 30% for 200, 180, and 160 s of rate.
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5 Conclusion

This research aims to the transmission time of each sensor deployed in the network to find the time-
consuming selection of the appropriate sensor nodes to improve the life cycle of the sensor network.
Within the surveillance area, scatter sensors have two ways to send observations to a receiver, either
single or multi-hop. When multi-hop communication is adopted, the nearest sink node is ejected early.
There can be holes near the sink node for heavy traffic because its packet demand is higher than other
nodes—this issue overcome to use the DTSCR method to reduce data communication and higher routing
packet. The eDCP performs collected data on each edge node. It reduces time delay communication
between the nodes if any path or new node enters the network, the re-establish network using Topological
Sort (DTS) algorithm. The proposed method DTSCR 93.4% of packet delivery ratio, 92% of routing
packets, and 224ms time delay compared to the existing method. The proposed algorithm provides higher
efficiency of throughput performance, lower packet loss, end-to-end time delay, and packet delivery rate
than previous methods.
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